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Connections of anesthetic depth and responses to
stress and reward in awake and anesthetized rats.
In previous research, motivational and/or arousal

effects of anesthesia were usually studied by
using drugs with distinctive pharmacological

mechanisms. Here, responses to emotions, such
as stress and reward, were studied in awake and
in anesthetized rats, due to the divergent effects

of the different drugs. We observed that
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anesthetic drugs can facilitate responding to
positive stimuli, but anesthetized animals are

unresponsive to negative stimuli. The observed
differences between awake and anesthetized rats
were not related to motor activity or motivation
since food and water were freely available and
there was no difference between awake and

anesthetized animals in water deprivation tests.
Our results indicate that differences in responses

to rewards and the reliability of a well-learned
response can be observed even in a state of
anesthesia. These findings suggest that an

anesthetic-related effect on affective responses
might be present even in states of

neuroleptanesthesia when the effect of a given
drug on arousal and motor activity is minimal or
absent.Claim the Hours Claim the Hours () is a

2015 Chinese documentary film directed by Wang
Jialiang, starring Li Yifeng, Zhang Yibing, Michael
Douglas, Zhou Xiaowen, Justin Leppert and Mei
Chang. The film, which explores the reality of

salary grade inflation in Chinese high-tech
companies, was produced by Liu Wu, Wang Yi and
Liu Ling. It was released in China on January 31,

2015. Cast Li Yifeng as Zina Zhang Yibing as Xiao
Bao Michael Douglas as Liu Guang Zhou Xiaowen
as Zhang Fuzhi Justin Leppert as Erik Mei Chang
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as Yu Ruiyu Mei Yin as Dayu Wang Yi Ju Zhou
Jieqiang as Grady Liu Guoguo as Li Yu Yang as

Zhang Huan Zhao Zi as Li Dazhe Xu Xin as Sun Da
He Jiajing as Ji Ling
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